
How to Make
the Holidays 

Joyful
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Mood Meter
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Unending Tasks + Everyday Responsibilities + Pandemic 
Caution = Perfect Holiday Storm

And the list goes on and on

TASK

Shopping for Gifts 

Decorate the House/Trim the Tree

Managing Split Families/Family Pressures

Creating and displaying Elf on the Shelf

Tracking food/gift assignments for various events

Trying to make holidays magical for loved ones

Staying healthy

RESULT

Stress: Finances, Forgetting someone, Finding right gift

Finding funds & time to decorate

Stress with trying to please everyone, attending all functions

Desperation for creative ideas after day 10

Worries about forgetting, recipes not turning out

Wondering if you are doing it right, Not taking care of self

Worries about getting sick (flu, colds, COVID)
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What emotions are you 
experiencing while thinking 

about this situation?
Use Menti.com  code 66779839

Or respond in the chat
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Here is a QR code for the word cloud participation
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What is our tendency when we feel 
unpleasant emotions?

⋆ Distract ourselves 
⋆ electronics, food, social media scrolling, binge 

watching shows, unhealthy activities
⋆ Compare or Withdraw or Isolate
⋆ Sometimes self-talk turns into incorrect beliefs

⋆ “I am not capable.” or  “I am not good enough.” 
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“Between stimulus and response, 
there is a space. In that space lies 
our freedom and power to choose 
our response. In our response lies 

our growth and freedom.”
-Viktor E. Frankl/Rollo May/Stephen R. Covey

https://quoteinvestigator.com/2018/02/18/response/
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https://quoteinvestigator.com/2018/02/18/response/


Breakdown

Stimulus/Event Choice Gap Mental
Response
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Emotional 
Response



Practice

Event: 
The Elf stayed in 

the same place for two 
nights.

Choice Gap:
I am forgetful/not 
creative/the worst.

OR
I’m doing my best 

with my time & 
energy.

Mental
Response:

I can’t do this!
OR

I’ve got this!
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Emotional 
Response:

Frustrated
OR

Empowered



Holidays = Opportunities to Use the Choice Gap

TASK

Shopping for Gifts/Decorate the House/Trim the 
Tree

Managing Split Families/Family Pressures

Creating and displaying Elf on the Shelf

Tracking food/gift assignments for various events

Trying to make holidays magical for loved ones

Staying healthy

RESULT

I will focus on my available budget, and remember my efforts 
and love are enough.

I will do what is within my power to manage it all, while 
reassuring others of our love for them. My attendance does 
not equal my love.

If my creativity runs out, maybe my Elf will “go on vacation”

I will use some type of planner/calendar, have a backup plan, 
and remember my people will love me regardless

I will use the time and energy I have to create a magical 
holiday experience while allotting time to take care of myself. 

I will use all precautions within my power to stay healthy and 
remember I have loved ones that will care for me if I get sick.
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Healthy Ways to Use the Choice Gap

● Identify: Use Mood Meter
● Give Permission to feel
● Check your Choice Gap decision
● Gratitude
● Be Present - “Name 5”
● “In Control” exercise
● Laughter
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Resources
⋆ Nebo Online Programs website
⋆ Wellness Resources
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https://sites.google.com/nebo.edu/neboonlineprograms/home
https://sites.google.com/nebo.edu/neboonlineprograms/wellness-resources


Questions?
⋆Previously Submitted Questions

⋆Type your questions in the Zoom Chat



Using “Choice Gaps”
can create more 
Intentional Joy
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Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year!
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Feel free to email me with other
questions at anna.palmer@nebo.edu



Credits

As a Christmas gift, SlidesCarnival releases for free this 
template (and icons) under the public domain.
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To the extent possible under law, http://www.slidescarnival.com has waived all 
copyright and related or neighboring rights to Christmas 2020 template



To the extent possible under law, http://www.slidescarnival.com has waived all 
copyright and related or neighboring rights to these Christmas Icons.
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